
SYMPOSIUM: TOWARD A DRONE ACCOUNTABILITY REGIME

Accountability for Targeted Drone
Strikes Against Terrorists?
Neta C. Crawford

The questions of whether and how to target individuals for killing, and the

consequences of doing so, raise difficult issues. Allen Buchanan and

Robert O. Keohane, two acute observers of world politics and inter-

national institutions, have offered a template for international regulation and

accountability that seeks to address some of the dilemmas raised by targeted

drone strikes. No short article can consider every major issue in such a proposal;

all work, especially initial attempts to pioneer an area of inquiry and offer the ra-

tionale and basic structure for a new international regime, must make assumptions

and set limits in order to focus on essential issues. I suggest, however, that the as-

sumptions and the analytical and empirical limits of Buchanan and Keohane’s

proposal are so problematic that they vitiate the value of the proposed internation-

al regime.

Buchanan and Keohane suggest that because of “the large scale of major terror-

ist attacks,” terrorism is an act of war, not criminal violence. Thus, the “war

paradigm”—not the “law enforcement paradigm”—best fits the problem of pre-

venting and responding to large-scale terrorist threats. While the choice to act

from within the war paradigm is obviously consequential, I do not have space

to parse it here. I suggest, however, that the problem of terrorism can and prob-

ably ought to be approached from both war and law enforcement paradigms. The

question is deciding which paradigm takes precedence and explicating the kinds of

circumstances that determine when one or the other should be applied.

In the dozen years since the United States began to use drone strikes for target-

ed killing there have been relatively few public articulations of the strategy by ad-

ministration officials. In May , when President Barack Obama made the
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criteria for U.S. strikes public, he implied that the United States was using both law

enforcement and war paradigms:

Beyond the Afghan theater, we only target al-Qaeda and its associated forces. And even
then, the use of drones is heavily constrained. America does not take strikes when we
have the ability to capture individual terrorists; our preference is always to detain, in-
terrogate, and prosecute. America cannot take strikes wherever we choose; our actions
are bound by consultations with partners, and respect for state sovereignty. . . . America
does not take strikes to punish individuals; we act against terrorists who pose a contin-
uing and imminent threat to the American people, and when there are no other gov-
ernments capable of effectively addressing the threat.

Buchanan and Keohane put terrorism in the war paradigm because of the “large

scale of major terrorist attacks.” However, while the overall number of deaths from

terrorist attacks continues to increase, most attacks result in relatively small-scale

loss of life. Specifically, the attacks of September , , on the United States

resulted in approximately , killed; by comparison the three worst terrorist at-

tacks in  killed, respectively, , , and  people. Most attacks resulted

in many fewer deaths.

Regardless of the scale of the attacks planned or actually conducted by terror-

ists, international criminal law is already available to prosecute those who

deliberately target and kill noncombatants in both large and small numbers.

Buchanan and Keohane would likely respond that it is impractical to arrest

many terrorists, and that the risk to one’s own forces or to bystanders of attempt-

ing to arrest terrorists, who are not likely to surrender peacefully and who shelter

among civilians, may be high. However, we could say the same about the people,

including heads of state, who have been indicted, arrested, and tried under the

statutes of international criminal courts. Indeed, those who have been indicted

by international criminal courts have often already caused much greater harm

than the targeted leaders of terrorist organizations, some or perhaps most of

whom have not yet planned or executed large-scale attacks.

The belief that drone strikes minimize the risk to soldiers is important. If they

indeed reduce risks to combatants, police, and civilians, their use is arguably war-

ranted. If they reduce risk to combatants but hurt civilians directly, or indirectly as

a consequence of increased militancy in reaction to drone strikes, then the utili-

tarian case for drone strikes is weakened. We must consider whether and when

the desire to lower risks to law enforcement or military personnel ought to out-

weigh the importance of lowering risks to noncombatants.
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Advocates of the war paradigm may have overestimated the risks of the law en-

forcement paradigm, specifically the risk to police and civilians of attempting to

arrest suspected terrorists. For instance, the journalist Mark Bowden suggests

that “under law-enforcement rules, a lot more people, both soldiers and civilians,

are likely to be killed.” Bowden uses as an example the famous  “Black Hawk

Down” raid in Mogadishu, the aim of which was to arrest Omar Salad and

Mohamed Hassan Awale. “We were not officially at war with Somalia, but the en-

suing firefight left  Americans dead and killed an estimated  to ,

Somalis.” But this is a mistaken comparison. Yes, the aim of that particular

raid was arrest, but the U.S. military was using the tools of war for police purposes

in a crowded location in the larger context of a “humanitarian intervention.” It is

unlikely that a police operation, using a law enforcement paradigm, would have

attempted an arrest of suspects under such conditions. A policing paradigm

could have avoided the incident and its attendant carnage altogether, as police

would not have had the firepower to cause so many civilian deaths. More impor-

tantly, the attempted arrests would not have occurred in the first place, but would

have been postponed until the situation was less risky to police and bystanders.

The more apt comparison is between drone strikes and raids by special forces,

such as the  attempt to arrest Osama bin Laden in Abbottabad, Pakistan.

True, the risks to the Navy Seal team were higher than if the United States had

used a missile strike, but much greater discrimination was possible in a special op-

erations raid, and thus there were relatively few noncombatant casualties.

On the other hand, the strongest reason to put drone strikes in the category of

the war paradigm is that the strikes—which aim to kill combatants in a foreign

country—are themselves an international use of force and thus arguably amount

to an act of war. If we do accept, for the sake of argument, that the war paradigm is

the appropriate lens through which to examine terrorism and counterterrorism,

and drone strikes in particular, it would be helpful to think through the problem

of the legitimacy, accountability, and regulation of drone strikes using the ethical

frameworks that are available to evaluate uses of force, including but not limited to

the just war tradition. This immediately raises jus ad bellum questions of the per-

missibility of drone strikes as a mode of self-defense, whether the strikes are nec-

essary, and whether they are preventive, preemptive, or punitive. Because drone

strikes often target leaders of organizations who are thought to be planning an at-

tack, this puts many drone strikes in the category of preemptive and preventive

uses of force. Preemption may be legal and permissible in some circumstances,
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but preventive strikes are generally not considered legitimate. The categorization

of terrorism and drone strikes as war also raises the jus in bello consideration

of discrimination and proportionality, discussed at greater length below.

My second area of concern is that Buchanan and Keohane limit the scope of

their proposal to the use of remotely piloted vehicle drone strikes. That is, they

do not want to consider other modes of “targeted killing,” at this point, as acts

to be covered by their proposed accountability regime. Yet the larger strategy,

of which drone strikes are a part, is the attempt to kill the leaders of organizations

who pose a terrorist threat because they may have planned or conducted terrorist

acts. There is no compelling logical reason to accept that drone strikes are distinct

from other methods of targeted killing, such as those used by the United States

against Viet Cong leaders, or those that were employed by apartheid South

Africa against leaders of the African National Congress residing in southern

Africa and Europe, or those currently practiced by Israel against leaders of

Palestinian organizations. All aim to kill individuals that the targeting state per-

ceives as a threat.

Further, the current U.S. targeted killing program uses various means, not sim-

ply drone strikes. For instance, cruise missile strikes, which victims sometimes

mistake for drone attacks, have been used for targeted killing in Yemen and

Somalia. And on more than one occasion the United States has also sent Navy

SEALs to attack suspected and known al-Qaeda militants in Pakistan.

On the other hand, as Buchanan and Keohane suggest, one might argue that

drones should be treated first on the reasoning that it may be easier to regulate

a technology that is not yet widely available or widely used. That may be the

case. But the political prudence argument can cut the other way; if one conse-

quence of a drone accountability regime is to legitimize this method of targeted

killing, it may unintentionally legitimate targeted killing by other means that re-

main unregulated and for which states remain legally unaccountable.

Third, Buchanan and Keohane limit their focus to “the regulation of lethal

drone use as it now predominantly occurs [emphasis added] and can be expected

to occur in the near to medium future.” They also say that, “if usage changed, then

the difference between drones and boots-on-the-ground occupation might dimin-

ish or even disappear. This would be the case if ‘clouds’ of drones permanently

patrolled airspace within a country and enforced embargos at its borders.” They

imply that drone strikes are currently undertaken in small number for limited

ends, but should such strikes become frequent and ubiquitous, the authors
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would reconsider their approach. Yet Buchanan and Keohane fail to appreciate

the current pattern of U.S. drone strikes and the already changing nature of the

U.S. drone strike program. It is arguably the case that drone strikes have already

become part of a larger policy project that violates the sovereignty of peoples.

The U.S. drone strike program has already expanded in several ways.

Specifically, the geographic zones where strikes occur have been extended beyond

the initial strike zone in Yemen () to Pakistan (in ) and Somalia (in

). Further, U.S. officials have increased the categories of persons who can

be targeted, such that the “kill list” now includes those identified as high-level

and immediate threats to the United States as well as lower-level militants.

True, we have been assured that the list is vetted at the highest levels under strict

criteria; but the use of “signature” strikes—whereby people, whose identities are

not known, are targeted based on a pattern of activity—suggests a great deal of

room for less “discriminating” results. Furthermore, while the number of

drone strikes fluctuates, overall they have become more frequent—and the U.S.

capacity to make such strikes is growing. Indeed, the United States plans more

drone aircraft development, production, procurement, and deployment. In addi-

tion to increasing the number of Reaper drones and the support structure for

those aircraft, the United States plans to procure the new armed Gray Eagle

drone. The total drone strike force will thus grow beyond what is necessary to con-

duct a limited program of targeted killing.

Moreover, the weapons payload of drones has become increasingly deadly.

Predator drones, which carry two “Hellfire” antitank weapons, have been supple-

mented by the Reaper drone, which carries up to four Hellfire missiles and two

laser-guided -pound bombs. As the weapons payload of drone aircraft

grows, and as the number of targets and strikes increases, we can expect these

precise weapons to have less discriminating consequences. A highly accurate

laser-guided -pound bomb is still a -pound bomb, with a radius of blast

destruction (depending on where it detonates) of  or  feet. Drone strikes

intended to disrupt and destroy terrorist networks also disrupt and destroy ele-

ments of civilian life. Specifically, people who live under drone flight zones in

Pakistan and Yemen describe a sense of constant surveillance, in addition to

the fear and pain associated with civilian injury and death due to drone strikes.

Fourth, while Buchanan and Keohane frame the rationale for drone strikes in

consequentialist terms—suggesting the strikes are effective and, indeed, more ef-

fective than alternative methods—they do not, for the most part, critically examine
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the empirical and policy questions of the tactical and strategic role of drone

strikes. Nor do they critically evaluate claims about the effectiveness of the strikes

and their consequences for civilians. Rather, they assume the advantages of drones

(that the drone strike program is inexpensive, accurate, flexible, capable of gath-

ering intelligence, and reduces risks to U.S. combatants) over alternative tools

and appear to take the effectiveness of drone strikes for granted. For example,

echoing arguments made by President Obama and other advocates of drone

strikes, Buchanan and Keohane claim that “lethal drones are capable of greater

precision in targeting, with less collateral damage to persons or property than con-

ventional weaponry.” While they also state that “the number of civilian deaths

from drone strikes is not negligible,” they believe that drone strikes have “violated

the discrimination principle much less than other forms of violence directed

against terrorism.”

The comparison of drone strikes to conventional weapons is misleading in two

senses. Drones are conventional weapons platforms that carry conventional weap-

ons: bombs and missiles with significant payloads. What is perhaps intended is a

comparison between small-scale uses of force for limited missions and large con-

ventional military assaults that entail capturing territory, defending it, and taking

prisoners. But conventional war is not the relevant comparison; assuming for the

moment that targeted killing of militants is legitimate, the relevant comparison is

between methods of targeted killing. The most discriminate weapon for targeted

killings is arguably a knife or another method of close-in killing. Although the

“collateral damage” consequences of drone strikes is disputed, drones using

Hellfire missiles or laser-guided bombs would almost certainly have higher levels

of collateral damage than other methods of targeted killing, such as strangling,

sharpshooting, or raids by special operations forces. Harm to civilians in

drone strikes using bombs or missiles is more likely to occur than with these

alternative methods simply because militants often shelter with their families

and can be indistinguishable from civilians.

The assumption that drone strikes are discriminating and effective must be

evaluated against the record. Although the numbers of civilians killed and injured

by U.S. drone strikes is disputed, there is no disputing, as Buchanan and Keohane

acknowledge, that drone strikes for targeted killing in Pakistan, Yemen, and

Somalia have caused civilian deaths and injuries. The following figure, using

data compiled by the Long War Journal (LWJ)—a conservative source with ties

to the U.S. intelligence community—illustrates the trend in drone strike numbers
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and deaths in Yemen from  to November . In my view, LWJ undercounts

civilian deaths in drone strikes. But, even using their conservative assessment, in

the  strikes LWJ tracked in Yemen from  to late , it attributes a total

of  civilian deaths to drones, in comparison to  militant deaths. Although

LWJ data suggest that civilians account for  percent of those killed, they also

suggest that the average number of civilian deaths caused by each drone strike

has diminished over time.

The numbers of drone strikes and people killed in Pakistan are higher than in

Yemen, and sources often disagree about the number of civilians killed and

injured in such strikes. Long War Journal and The Bureau of Instigative

Journalism (TBIJ) count approximately the same number of strikes between

 and late — and , respectively—but differ markedly on the num-

ber of civilians killed and the proportion of civilian to militant deaths. LWJ counts

 civilians killed ( percent of the total), while TBIJ counts between  and

—which would account for between  and  percent of the total deaths.

The requirement announced by President Obama in May  that “before any

strike is taken there must be near-certainty that no civilians will be killed or in-

jured” is admirable, but unlikely to be met. Signature strikes against suspected

terrorists are almost by definition indiscriminate. Further, even if signature strikes

Figure : Long War Journal Count of Drone Strikes and Deaths in Yemen,

–November 
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are ended, it is foreseeable—if not foreseen in every case—that drone strikes will

cause some civilian casualties for the reasons described above.

If it were clear, or at least plausible, that the military advantage of drone strikes

outweighed the cost to civilians, then a logic of proportionality and military ne-

cessity might diminish concerns about civilian casualties. But this is not the

case. Indeed, it may be that drone strikes are at best ineffective and at worst coun-

terproductive to their stated purpose, namely, diminishing the capacity of mili-

tants to attack the United States or its allies. Patrick Johnston and Anoop

Sarbahi find a short-term (one week) reduction in terrorist violence in Pakistan

after drone strikes. Others find that the consequences of the strikes may be neg-

ligible or counterproductive, increasing militancy. In recent cases, Pakistani mil-

itants have claimed that their terrorist attacks on civilians were in retaliation for

drone strikes.

Figure  compares data from LWJ with data from the Global Terrorism

Database for bombings and explosions by militants in Yemen that target private

citizens and their property, NGOs, tourists, and educational institutions.

As this figure suggests, it is not at all clear that drone strikes are diminishing the

overall threat of terrorist strikes—including against civilian targets. More analysis

Figure : Comparing Drone Attacks with Terrorist Attacks in Yemen,

–
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is needed before their effectiveness, and assertions of their proportionality and ne-

cessity, can be accepted.

Further, whether or not it is the intention of the United States, drone strikes are

perceived by the people affected by them as war, and as part of a larger policy pro-

ject that violates their sovereignty. This is in part because drone strikes are gener-

ally not conducted in isolation from other tactics. The strikes in Pakistan and

Yemen have been associated with larger-scale conventional attacks by U.S. allies,

leading to additional thousands of civilian deaths and injuries. The Pakistani

counterterrorist campaign in the areas where militants operate and U.S.

drone strikes have occurred have killed, wounded, and displaced thousands of

Pakistani civilians since . The U.S. State Department and others have doc-

umented the abuse of civilians by the Pakistani government. Data by the Pakistan

Institute for Peace Studies suggest that more than  civilians were killed in

Pakistani military “operational attacks” against, or clashes with, militants in

. Overall, as the Institute for Economics and Peace argues, “the presence

of state-sponsored violence, such as extrajudicial killings, political terror, and

gross human rights abuses,” is correlated with increased terrorism.

Fifth, and finally, Buchanan and Keohane focus on international regulation and

accountability, and largely defer the question of domestic regulation and account-

ability. They claim that it would be easier to make an international accountability

regime before making a domestic system of accountability. This point is arguable;

in any case, the ease of establishing such a regime is only one of several important

considerations.

With only one power using drones for targeted killing, the place to regulate

drone strikes is not first at the international level. Rather, domestic accountability

for drone strikes is what is first required. The current level of accountability and

oversight in the U.S. drone targeted-killing program arguably undermines democ-

racy and accountability. In his May  speech, President Obama said he asked

his “administration to review proposals to extend oversight of lethal actions out-

side of war zones that go beyond our reporting to Congress.” The president

mentioned options, but more than a year later efforts to increase oversight and

accountability have largely failed. While domestic regulation and public account-

ability is still minimal, we ought not to underestimate the potential for regulating

drone strikes through the domestic political process and for demanding account-

ability within it. While I entirely agree with Buchanan and Keohane that some

measure of regulation and accountability of targeted killing via drone strikes is
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necessary, I am reluctant to call for an international regime when the system of

domestic accountability and regulation is currently opaque and anemic.

Rather, a robust and transparent system of domestic accountability for drone

strikes could be the model for an international regime.
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 For example, militant attacks in June and November  that killed, respectively, eighteen and fifty-
five people were said by Taliban militants to be a response for the drone strike killing of Hakimullah
Mehsud in . The attack on a school in Peshawar, Pakistan, in December  that killed more
than  students was also described by militants as a response to U.S. drone strikes and Pakistani mil-
itary attacks on militants. See AFP, “Reprisal for Mehsud Killing,” The Hindu, June , , http://
www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/reprisal-for-mehsud-killing-taliban/article.
ece; AFP, “Pakistani Taliban Breakaway Faction Threatens India Attacks,” November , , http://
www.afp.com/en/node//; and Tom Hussain, “In Revenge, Pakistani Taliban Strike School,
Killing at Least ,” McClatchy DC, December , , http://www.mcclatchydc.com////
_in-revenge-pakistani-taliban-strike.html?rh=.

 National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, University of Maryland,
Global Terrorism Database, www.start.umd.edu/gtd/.

 See Umar Farooq, “Civilians Bear Brunt of Pakistan’s War in the Northwest,” Foreign Policy, February
, , foreignpolicy.com////civilians-bear-brunt-of-pakistans-war-in-the-northwest/; and
Charlie Mole, “Pakistan Military Air Strikes Kill Hundreds, Including Civilians, Over Past Six Months,”
The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, June , , www.thebureauinvestigates.com//
//pakistan-military-air-strikes-kill-hundreds-including-civilians-over-past-six-months/.

 Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies, “Pakistan Security Report ,” pp. –.
 Institute for Economics and Peace, “Global Terrorism Index ,” pp.  and –.
 Peter W. Singer, “Do Drones Undermine Democracy?” New York Times, January , .
 Obama, “Remarks by the President at the National Defense University.”
 I have discussed some of these issues in Neta C. Crawford, Accountability for Killing: Moral

Responsibility for Collateral Damage in America’s Post-/ Wars (New York: Oxford University
Press, ).
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